Track the latest arts and cultural events in and between Asia and Europe.

**EVENTS**

**ALL**

**NEWS**

**EVENTS**

**SINGAPORE**

**FROM - TO**

15 JUL 2020 - 02 AUG 2020

Singapore | T+:Works
Festival of Women: N.O.W. 2020

**JAPAN**

**FROM - TO**

02 JUL 2020 - 02 JUL 2020

Livecast from Tokyo on impact of coronavirus on cultural sector

**NETHERLANDS**

**FROM - TO**

09 JUL 2020 - 26 SEP 2020

culture360 Media Partner of Cross Festival 2020 - Walk Edition | Italy

**ASIA**

**THAILAND**

**FROM - TO**

25 JUN 2020 - 25 JUN 2020

Asian Cultural Policy Research Seminar Series - The Creative City [online event]

**EUROPE**

**MONGOLIA**

**FROM - TO**

18 JUN 2020 - 08 JUL 2020

culture360 Media Partnership | Ulaanbaatar International Media Art Festival - virtual edition

**ASIA**

**EUROPE**

**FROM - TO**

24 JUN 2020 - 24 JUN 2020

Life Lessons #2 | Teaching Performance Art - Asia Art Archive online session

**INTERNATIONAL**

**NETHERLANDS**

**FROM - TO**

18 SEP 2020 - 18 SEP 2020

Netherlands | Fair international cultural cooperation - language | apply to participate

**AUSTRALIA**

**FROM - TO**

16 JUN 2020 - 06 SEP 2020

22nd Biennale of Sydney re-opens with extended dates

**INDIA**

**FROM - TO**

12 JUN 2020 - 26 JUN 2020

Online masterclasses to creatively engage children | ThinkArts

**INTERNATIONAL**

**NETHERLANDS**

**FROM - TO**

10 JUN 2020 - 10 JUN 2020

A India-Spain Dialogue on Space and Dance in the context of European Democracy - #ASEFCulture
ABOUT ASEF CULTURE360

culture360.asef.org brings Asia and Europe closer by providing information, facilitating dialogue and stimulating reflection on the arts and culture of the two regions.
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